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Abstract 

 

Dewi, Sarwendah Puspita. 2009. Code Switching Among UKTK Unair 
Members. A Thesis Submitted as Partial Fulfillment of The Requirements 
for The Sarjana Degree of English Department, Faculty of Humanities, 
Airlangga University, Surabaya. 
 
 

In this era, we almost never find people speak using one code only because 
most of them prefer to use several codes. One of the codes used can be seen from 
the language varieties, dialect, kinds, or styles shifting back and forth during the 
conversation which is later defined as code switching. The code choice especially 
code switching is not merely decided by the internal linguistics, but also by 
external linguistics or components of speech. In Indonesia, the phenomenon of 
code switching might happen everywhere and also can be done by everyone such 
as in UKTK Unair during its karawitan practice. In conducting this code 
switching study, the writer uses descriptive qualitative method and uses Holmes’ 
code switching theory and Hymes’ component of speech. The focus of this study 
is to find out some characteristics of code switching among UKTK Unair 
members. Therefore, the objectives of the study appearing are to find out types of 
code switching, to explain the factors affecting the code switching during the 
karawitan practice, and to explain the function of each code (Indonesian and 
English) from the switching. The data show that there are two types of code 
switching employed; situational and metaphorical code switching. The factors that 
trigger the code switching among UKTK Unair members are the scene, the 
participants, the aims, and the topic change. Then, most of Javanese’s function is 
to intimate the participants horizontally while Indonesian is to build a gap among 
them. Besides, Indonesian has a higher sense value than Javanese which makes 
Indonesian is appropriate enough in confessing a mistake and creating more 
serious situation. Finally, Indonesian is good also to create a joke and functions as 
a bridge for non-Javanese skilled people to build intimacy with Javanese skilled 
ones.  
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